White Oak Reclamation (Mine and Loadout)
DAILY CONSTRUCTION PROGRESS REPORT
-- INSPECTOR -Project:

White Oak Mine Site

Date: 11/30/2003
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Supervisor: Wayne Helsel

Crew: 7 Ledcor

Hours: 07:00

to

17:15

Equipment: (2) D9 Dozers, (1) D10 Dozer, (1) 345 Excavator, (2) 730 articulating trucks

General description of work performed, equipment/material deliveries, etc:
Excavator was removing fill located directly west of the current road leading to pits A, B, and C. Fill from
Excavator was being placed in Pit A using the two (2) 730 articulating trucks. The trucks were full on
each load and estimated at carrying approximately 18 cubic yards of material. Counting of trucks for a 2hour period produced 29 loads (14.5 per hour - ~2,600 yds total yards for day).
Two dozers were used the entire day to push material located immediately north of Pit C into Pit C and up
the slope. Estimate of material pushed into place - ~ 2,000 yards.
A third dozer was used keeping the road up to Pit A clear, pushing dirt to the Excavator periodically, and
pushing material located south of Pit B into Pit B. Estimate of material pushed into place (Pit B) - ~200
yds.

YARDS MOVED:
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RIPRAP
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CY
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~4,800

POTENTIAL ISSUES: Ledcor and the Division need to be working off the same maps. Wayne is using
maps illustrating highwalls are to remain in all the pits. Also, the areas between the designated pits need
to be clearly defined to Ledcor as what is expected.

Visitors & purpose: No visitors were on site on 11/30/03.
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Gregg A. Galecki, Inspector #48
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